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PINGLA THANA MAHAVIDYALAYA 

NAAC Accredited B grade ( in 2nd cycle), Govt. aided college, affiliated to Vidyasagar University 
Website: pinglacollege.ac.in 

Maligram, Paschim Medinipur, Pin-721140 

ADMISSION NOTUFICATIONEOR POST GRADUATE COURSES in the Academic Year: 2023-2024 

Information Bulletin for PG Admission 

PG Adision 

Online applications are invited for admission to the BENGALI, ENGLISH, HISTORY 
AND COMMERCE for the academic session 2023-24. 

To fill up the application form for PG, the candidates have to enter the website www.pinalacolleae.ac.in 

A menu "PG Admission" under green shade you will find there in the top right corner where you have to click to 
know the details of PG Admission. The menu "PG Admission" looks like below. 

After clicking that pg admission menu from our website wwW.pinglacollege.ac.in 
And after successful completion of all the necessary steps (e.g. filling up the personal details, academic details, uploading 
photo, signoture, caste certificate and others) through online, the candidate can download the form for admission. 

Documents to be unloaded atthe time.of apnlication 

1. Recent colour passport size photograph [2.s CM. X 3.5 CM and 5 KB-75KB, JPEG) 

(100KB-30OKB, JPEG /JPG/PDF] 

2. Scanned Slgnature [3.5 CM X 2 CM and SKB -75 KB] 
3. Age proof document (Birth certificate/Admit card of Madhyamik or10th class examination showing date of birth/etc.) -

4. Mark sheet (scan copy) of Madhyamik or 10th examinatlon [100KB-300KB, JPEG/JPG/PDF) 

Date: -31/08/2023 

5. Mark sheet (scan copy) of Higher Secondary or 10+2 examination [100KB-300KB, JPEG / JPG/PDF). 

6.All avallable Grade Cards /Mark sheets (scan copy) of UG (Hons) in a single PDF file [100 KB TO 1 MB only in PDF FORMAT) In proper sequence. 

(Candidates have to upload the above documents showing the conversion rule from CGPA obtained to percentage of marks. One may get Conversion rule 
in the reverse side of the grade card or If not, then official conversion rule is to be uploaded) 

7. Reservatlon (EWS/sc/ ST/ OBC-A/ OBC-8) certificate (as applicable) [100 KB-300 KB,JPG /JPEG / PDF] 

9. DIfferently-abled certificate (as applilcable) [10OK8-300KB, PDF] 

10. Unilversity Registration Certiflcate 100KB-300KB, JPEG / JPG/ POF] 

Authority is not responsible for any inadvertent error that might have crept in the data being published on NET. any admission related query one may Whatsapp to 
9609214919 (phone call is not allowed and only message through Whatsapp may be possible to get any reply within 48 hours, for any legitimate and authentic questions) 



Ref. No. 

Eligibility Criteria: 

SELECTION PROCESS FOR ADMISSION: 

Maligram, Paschim Medinipur, Pin-721140 
NAAC Accredited B grade ( in 2nd cycle), Govt. aided college, affliated to Vidyasagar University 

Website: pinglacollege.ac.in 

PINGLA THANA MAHAVIDYALAYA 

For M.A. in Bengali, English and History: Eligibility is B.A. Honours qualified in the concerned subject 

Bengali, English and History 

The candidates who had passed in 2022 and 2023, are only eligible to take admission for M.A. in 

For M.Com in Commerce: Ellgibility is Honours qualified in Commerce / Accountancy/ Marketing / BBA 

for M. COM in Commerce 

1. 

Candidates who have passed in the year 2019/2020/2021/2022/2023, are eligible to take admission 

2. 

Selection will be made strictly on the basis of merit. 

The admission of the 80% category (80% of total seats following Govt. reservation rules) students, i.e Vidyasagar University students, 
the meritt list will be prepared in the following manner. 
(a) UG (Hons) final percentage of marks (Part-, Part-ll & Part-ll taken together) in case of annual system. OR 
(b) UG (Hons) equivalent percentage of marks converted from CGPA, in case of semester (CBCS) system. 

Date: -31/08/2 023 

In case of a tie, marks obtained in the immediately preceding Examinations are to be considered for ranking. 
For the admission of the 20% category students (For other Universities), the merit list will be prepared in the following manner. 
(a) UG (Hons) final percentage of marks (Part-l, Part-ll & Part-ll taken together) in case of annual system. OR 
(b) UG (Hons) equivalent percentage of marks converted from CGPA, in case of semester (CBCS) system. 
In case of a tie, marks obtained in the immediately preceding Examinations are to be considered for ranking. 

3. In case of non-availability of candidates from other university quota, 20% of that seats will be converted to the seats for Vidyasagar 
University. 

Form fill up portal will be opened very shortly. 
Last date of form fill up is 15/09/2023 

N.B.: If at any stage, it is found that a candidate has Concealed, suppressed or distorted any information/fact, in 
application form, hisher admission will be canceled. 

Authority is not responsible for any inadvertent error that might have crept in the data being published on NET. For any admisslon related query one may Whatsapp to 
9609214919 (phone call is not allowed and only message through Whatsapp may be possible to get any reply within 48 hours, for any legitimate and authentic questions) 


